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Revealing an often unknown, scholarly side of the beloved and renowned late composer and
musician Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach, this fascinating commentary on the book of Genesis provides a
glimpse of the unique way in which he received and transmitted Torah. Readers will learn about
figures such as Abraham, Sara, Isaac, Rebekah, and Jacob in a wholly new, more intimate way.
Rabbi Carlebachâ€™s teachings on the final six sections of the book of Genesis presented in this
book are intended as a practical lesson in living a holy life.
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What a wonderful read this has been thus far. Rabbi Carlebach brings a level of heart and soul and
love to our Jewish writings, which is very complementary to the usual academic assessments of
most of our sages, past and present. I wish I could have met the man.And the book was delivered in
great condition and in a very timely manner.

Oy. We miss Rav Shlomo. As someone who served as Shlomo's assistant rabbi in his shul, i can
say that these words some so real, so much like Rav Shlomo himself. They capture his warmth,
wisdom and genius. Thank you

Many books and compilations of 'Shlomo stories' and teachings have been published before. But
this set, edited primarily by R. Shlomo Katz, is the first time Shlomo Carlebach books belong on my

'sifrei kodesh' ('holy books') shelf.I've listened to the audio of many of Rav Carlebach teachings and
concerts, and there was a quality of his teaching that was so emphatically and powerfully in the
present, in such strong and intimate and immediate and compassionate relationship to his
audience, that transcribing or otherwise putting his wisdom on the page (before this set) always left
something out, failed to communicate the impact, wholeness, and integrity of his words. If you have
curiosity about Jewish wisdom, and especially if you're interested in this particular rabbi (whose
transformative impact on the whole Jewish world in the 20th century is only just beginning to sink in,
even if you haven't heard his name, you've heard his songs...) this set is without parallel.
Recommend!!

This is a marvelous book of Torah and it feels like I am sitting with Reb Shlomo again. Clearly a ton
of effort was put into making this book. Thank you!
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